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ABSTRACT

In this paper, a realization structure for our previously proposed systematic recursive formula for bitwise decomposition of M-ary symbol metric is proposed, which can be applied to reduce the memory
space and processing latency of a system where the
information sequence is binary-coded and interleaved
before M-ary modulated. Different from conventional structure where de-interleaver and decoder are
separate circuits, our structure de-interleaves and decodes at the same time.
1. INTRODUCTION
The state-of-the-art wireless transmission technique
of IEEE 802.11dg [4, 51 incorporated high QAM
into OFDM to achieve a high data rate. In order to
make a better use of the error correcting capability of
the adopted (2,1,6) convolutional code, the standard
specified a two-step bit-wise interleaver, where the
first step maps adjacent code bits onto non-adjacent
sub-carriers, and the second step permutes the code
bits alternately onto less and more significant bits of
the QAM constellation (cf. Fig. 2).
In order to design a general receiver for use of
M-ary symbol transmission of coded and interleaved
information sequence, we proposed a bit-wise systematic recursive decomposition of M-ary symbol
metric, which was named Soft-proposed in [I]. Interestingly, our recurve formula can be reduced to the
bit reliability decomposition proposed by Tosato and
Bisaglia with a different first-bit metric function [7],
which is abbreviated as Soft-TB in [l]. Hence, an
implementation of both Soft-proposed and Soft-TB
metrics can be simultaneously obtained.
Traditionally, realization of the Viterbi decoder
can be divided into three units [3, 81, as shown in
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Fig. 1. The input data is used in the branch metric
unit (BMU) to calculate the branch metrics for each
new time step. These metrics are then fed to the addcompare-select unit (ACSU), which accumulates the
branch metrics as the path metric (PM) stored in the
path metric memory (PMM) according to the ACSrecursion. The survivor memory unit (SMU) processes the decisions which are being made in ACSU,
and outputs the estimated path with a latency of at
least D, called the survivor depth. Other than the
combination design of interleaver and decoder, we
will provide a dual-mode (Soft-proposed/Soft-TB) system architecture for BMU .
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Fig. 1. A simplified block diagram of the Viterbi decoder

2. BIT-WISE DECOMPOSITIONOF M-ARY
SYMBOL METRIC
In 2003, we have proposed a general soft-output demapper for M-ary modulation system [I]. We then examined its performance under the setting of IEEE
802.11dg [4,51. Specifically, for P - Q A M with
amplitude spacing U, the bit-wise decomposition soft
metric is given by:

fl(1)(Gr ) = c
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Received 16QAM
quadrature components
(in sequence from top to bottom)
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Fig. 2. (a) The received 16QAM quadrature components are indicated by a solid-lined upright rectangular; each column
consists of 6 quadrature components. The de-interleave1 should then exchange (the weights of) the least significant bit
and the most significant bit of the quadrature components for those columns indicated.
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Convolutional code bits
(from left to right)

Fig. 2. (b) After de-interleaving, each 2-bit trellis branch for convolutional decoding is indicated by the flat rectangular
in sequences from left to right.
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for 2 5 j 5 m and m = log,(M) 1 2, where
denotes the received QAM quadrature component
and c E {0 1) is the code bit. A recursive bit-metric
decomposition formula is then established. Notably,
m is respectively 2 and 3 for I6QAM and 64QAM.
Our recursive formula can be directly applied to
the soft bit reliability’ proposed by Tosato and Bisaglia [7] in 2001 for binary interleaved COFDM with
application to HIPERLAN/2 [2] with a different firstbit metric function as:
T

gi“’(c

=

c(-T)

form = 1 2 3

This suggests that by varying the first-bit metric, variants of bit-decomposed metrics can be resulted through
the recursive formula we established.

3. ARCHITECTURE OF BRANCH METRIC
UNIT
In this section, we present a BMU architecture that
can be used for both Soft-proposedSoft-TB metrics
and ZZm-QAMmodulations for every 2 5 m 5 5.
An extension of this architecture to higher QAM (i.e.,
m > 5) can be easily obtained by adding more MTUs.
Specifically, an BMU with (mmm - 2) serially connected MTUs can do 16QAM, 64QAM.
, up to
ZZmm--QAM.
Under the setting of IEEE802.11alg. an OFDM
signal consists of 96 pm-QAM symbols, and each
Z2”-QAM symbol was mapped from m coded and
interlaved bits.
The decoding sequences from left to right can
he divided into 6 rows, where each row consists of
16 QAM quadrature symbols. For example, the first
row in Fig. 2(a) contains {TO TG ~ 1 2 T ~ o } and
,
the symbols in {TI ~7 713
~ g l }belong to the
second row. An internal control variable, named Index-c, is used to keep the record of which column
of QAM quadrature symbol in Fig. 2(a)-block the
’In fact, their soft-output demapper has been appeared in a
book published in 1997 161. In the book, the soft-output demap
per is heuristically obtained through a direct derivation, as opposed to the simplified-from-LLR-decision
approach taken by
Tosato and Bisaglia.

BMU is currently used. Consequently, Indexc is
initially zero for each new 96 QAM symbol block,
and is updated according to the rule of Indexc =
(Index_c+l) mod 16. Another internal control variable, Sym-bit, is used to adjust the demapped bit
number in each QAM symbol according to the interleaver rule. It is equal to (6 x m- 1) initially for each
new 96 QAM symbol block, and is reduced by one
when Index-c equals 0. We also record the position
of the QAM quadrature component (in the 96 QAM
symbol block) that is currently used. As a result, position = 6xIndex_c+5 - [Symbit m]. where l.]
denotes the floor function. All the internal control
variables are updated whenever a new QAM quadrature symbol enters the BMU. Notably, for p“-QAM
demodulation, each QAM quadrature symbol has to
be re-accessed m times; for example, the BMU needs
to generate 192 = 2 x 96 soft bit metrics for 16QAM
demodulation in Fig. 2.
To combine the implementation of both our and
TosatolBisaglia metrics, two metric calculation modes
are set as: “Metric-mode = 1” is for Soft-proposed,
and “Metric-mode = 0” is for Soft-TB. A forth internal control variable, q = (Indexc+Symbit) mod m,
is used to determine the bit metric function number
in a way that either function fi(‘+’)(.
.) or function
.) is used depending on the Metric-mode.
The last internal control variable, n, is simply m 1 - q. This dual-mode BMU architecture is depicted
in Fig. 3.
Our BMUrequires two external input signals, which
are (i) the received QAM quadrature symbol T that
are derived from proper position of the 96 symbol
block, and (ii) m = log,(M) if what has been received is M2-QAM symbol (cf. Fig. 4).
Finally, since the soft bit metric equals zero when
the branch bit c is zero, the BMU only evaluates bit
metric values for c = 1. The case for “c=O is then
handled by a check box appended at the output end
of the BMU.
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Fig. 3. A dual-mode BMU architecture with (m-,
- 2) MTU’s can perform the bit metric evaluations for 22m-QAM,
where 2 5 m 5 mmax.Here, m,, = 5. All the constants in the formulas of Index& Symhit and position, such as 5
(= 6 - 1). 6 and 16, are set because of the 6 x 16 interleavez block used in IEEE 802.1lalg standard.
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